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The theorY of a cylindrical transmission grating prepared holographically bas been developed. The 
condition and recording parameters for minimum aberration have been derived. The aberrations of the spectral 
images have been discussed in detail. 

1. Introdllction 
Mechanically ruled cylindrical gratings with 

circular grooves have been considered theoretically 
by Singh and Majumdar.1 They have described two 
types of gratings: (i) in which the rulings are parallel 
and (in in which the rulings are perpendicular to the 
axis of the cylindrical surface. They found that the 
second type of grating behaves as a plane grating. 

In the present paper, we have considered the 
second type of cylindrical grating prepared holo
graphically. 

Z. Theoretical Considerations 
Let OHIJ represent a cylindrical grating shown 

in Fig. 1. The centre of the grating rulings '0' is 
assumed to be the origin of the coordinate system, 
the axis of the cylindrical surface being C' K. Let 
OZ, which is perpendicular to C' K, be the Z-axis 
and the normal at 0, i.e. Ocr X, be the X-axis and 
the Y-axis is shown in Fig. 1. Thus OC' = R is 
the radius of the cylinder. Let us consider any point 
P on the grating given by the coordinate (u, w, 1) 
and A (x, y, t) and B (x', y', Zl) be a point source 
and a focal point respectively. 

For the present case, the equation of the cylindri
cal surface may be written as 

u'J+P=2uR ... (1) 

Therefore, u can be written as 

IS I' IS 
u ... 2R + 8,R3 + 16 R5 + ... • •• (2) 

Let us assume C (.'\('a. Ye, 0) and D (XD. YD. 0) as 
the recording sources. We further assume the dis-
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Fig. I-Geometrical representation of the grating 

tances OC and 00 to be integral multiples of AG, the ' 
wavelength of the recording laser light and that the 
zeroth groove passes through O. Thus the nth groove 
is formed according to Noda et 0[,1 at a distance 
given by 

n ~o == [(CP-DP) - (CO - DO)] , .. (3) 

The light path function for the ray APB is given ' 
by 

F == (AP) + (PB) + ";.o~ [(CP-DP)-(Co-DO)]·, 

... (4) 

where m == order of the spectra, ).. - wavelength of 
light source. 
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(APr "'''' ( - x- lll~ + (y .. - W)II + (: - l)~ 

(PB)~ "'" (x' .. !I)~ + (,I" ..•• W)1 !- (=' ._ /}2 

(CPp = L,(: .~ 11\:1- (re w)~·! /-:. 

(OP)= ,:-:; (\'n .. /1)2 + (YD - U')'! + l~ 
(COF = (xc! + .I'c~) 
(OO)'~ - LtD!! +- y[)~) 

We take for the cylindrical Cthlrl.iinatcs 

x =,costr. .r ::." , sin ¢ 

x =,' cos I! .1' = " sin ~ 

Xc .. " rc cos i' Xn ::::: '0 cos G 

.l'C' ... ''''' sin .: 

where «, ~ are respectively, the angle!l of incidence 
and diffraction amt 'i' and ~ are the nngles of the 
recording SI)Urceil. all measured in the xy plane and 
are positive when mealiureu anticlockwi~e from the 
grating Ol'rmal towards the r~srective my. The signs 
of« and ~ are opposite i f I"'()int~ A and n lie no 
different sides of the.'l::: \'llane. The same kind (l1' 

sign rule hl',lds !,!ol)d for '( lind It Thl!' '\igns of" and 
~ !;hould be cOfl'\is.tent with the sign.; of y and Ii. 

By using hinl~mial theorem and retaininp. up to 
5th order terms in the :Lrpr(lximatC' t.':'\!'r,-·~'il'!lS for 
APt PB, (,P, DP. CO :tnll no ami !!uhstituting tht.'sc 
cxpr.:,~il\Il' in P.q. Ol through the u'\c ()f Eq. ('1), we 
get 

- \I' [{ sin «(1 ! ~:) 1/1 

.". l 2}] + sin ~ l,l .j. ~.~ \ . 

+ m,\( . ..'\ '"h; Sill., - '1m ,) , 

\\,' [, cosa « COlla ~ + ;- t ................ + , I .. .' , 

+ sin, ~ I . .!... _ cos ~ ) 
I' \ r' R 

+ .'!~2._{1 sin y _ ~ill y C:,?S y') 
"0 \ 'es reR 

_ I ~}.r!;~ _ .sin 8 cos 8 )}] 
\ I'D'/. 'D R . 

+ .l!;!:. [-~~i~-~ ~ ~ + co~ « ) 

+ ~i~:'@' I .!. _ .5.~S ~ ) 
,'" \ r' R 

+ ~.~ {sin:: y ( 1 _~) 
AD rcs rc R 

~~n2.? 1.1- _ cos B)}] 
r~s \, '1> R· 

- IV I [ :j sin 0: + ;.: sin ~ ] 
, [ Z sin" IX Z'...) -1 w~ · .. ·, .. r····+;-3 sm- ~ 

_ 2~ [~_~~ f. C()S4~.] 
l! ,3 ,'a 

111 A w~ (.~~~~.:-( _ .~~S4 ~.] 
'\u 8 rca 'D3 

+ ~.!'.~ [ISOS:: !..:~!n.~. + cos2 ~ sin ~ ') 
2 \. ,,,, r'~ 

_ .~,~\ ~.?.P.s.:;:;~!li!!!.~~ _ ~:t~~:;.y:~S~'!...l)] 
+ .. , .. , ... ... , .. (5) 

By applying Fermat's prillciple for the perfect image, 
we obtain the following condition!;: 

.. ~ ).~ 1 ~ I .') m A 
11 + ": \ sin tIC I- sm ~o .... , r. , 110 

...(6) 

...(7) 

cos~ Cl cos= ft + '!.l. ..• t.., cos="{ _ cos: b \ _.. 0 --,"-'+ -,.- '\0 \ rc ro 1·-

... (8} 

~ .. ~ +~~~~ ... ') ,.t- \~,. - ~ ~ ) 

+ !E..!:_{I l.. _ cos."f .) 
;\0 \ rc R 

... (9} 

Let us take 

?to o. = .. '-" .......... -... . 
Sin b - Sln Y 

.•• (10) 
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sin 0 - sin y 
R. = (cos2 3/rD) - (cos2 yire) 

sin 3 - sin y 

po = I ~ _ 50S 'Y __ 1_ + cos 3 ) 

... (11) 
3.1 Astigmatism and Calculation of Recording Parameters 

Let L be the total length of a groove projected 
on the z-axis. From Eq. (l4), we get for the length 
of astigmatic images due to a point source, 

\ rc R rD R,' 

and substituting in Eqs. (8) and t9) we get 

cos2 « cos2 ~ (sin IX -4- sin ~) 
r --r-' - - R, 

(~ +<:]:« + ~ _ co~ ~ ) 

+ (sin CIt + sin ~) = 0 
Po 

••• (12) 

=0 

••. (13) 

... {l4) 

It is noted that the expressions for grating [Eq. (6)], 
magnification (Eq. (7)], and the horizontal focussing 
::ondition [Eq. (13)] are the same as those for a plane 
dffraction grating prepared holographically with 
variable spacing; however, Eq. (14) is different. The 
possible solutions of Sq. (13) for the finite value 
of r, are, 

r= 
R. cos2 IX 

sin « 

, R. cos2 ~ ,.... . 
sm ~ 

and for r = oc 

, R~ cos: ~ 
, = (sin« + sin ~) 

... (15) 

(16) 

It is noted from Eq. (IS) that if the source is 
placed a~ a finite distance from the centre of the 
grating, the curves drawn for source point and focal 
point are represented by the same Eq. (IS). In the 
case r = 00. the focal curves are given by Eq. (16). 
In this paper we will discuss the first case only. 

It can be seen from Eq. (13) that if R. is infinite, 
the equation which we get is the same as that for all 
ordinary ruled plane diffraction grating with constant 
spacing and straight grooves. It has been shownl '! 

that cIrcular grooves (curved grooves) can reduce 
the aberrations of the grating. 

3. Aberrations 
The amount of aberration in an image in a plane 

located at a distance ro' from 0 and perpendicular 
to the diffracted principal ray can be easily computed 
from Gauss~Siedel theory, say up to 0 (l/H,4) and 
the displacements 6~ and Az' in the horizontal and 
vertical directions respectively, from the position 
(ro',~, =0') specified by Eqs. (6) and (7) can be 
computed under the usual assumption:: <: r, '0'. 
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I"'] = L [1 + C~S2 ~. sin IX 
~ sst sm ~. cos' « 

R. cos2 ~ ( ) + R sin ~ \ cos IX - cos ~ 

R. cos2 ~ (. +... )1 + . p. sm IX sln ... 
~ ~n~ . 

...(17) 

Eq. (17) reduces to the equation of a plane grat
ing with straight grooves by taking Po = R = oc. 
Let us take 

(R/rD) - (Rlrd + cos"( - cos & 
~ = ~~~~s7in~3~---s7in~"(~--~-

... (18) 

tan IX sec lX+tan ~ sec ~+cos «-cos ~ 
Dl =------ (sin lX+sin~) 

... (19) 

R = R. 

Then Eq. (\7) reduces to 

( , 1 _ L 00S2 ~ (sin" + sin ~) 
z 1 .. st - sin ~ 

x ( Dl (IX, ~) - II (rD, rc, 8, 'Y)] ... (20) 

It is evident from the Eq. (20) that if Dl = /1, the 
astigmatism will be zero and since 11 depends on the 
recording parameters (rc. rD. 'Y and ;3), one can 
make the astigmatism zero by choosing the appro
priate values of these recording parameters. 

In general, the recording parameters rc and rD 
for assumed values of y and 8, for the case when the 
astigmatism is zero are given by 

R/rD = [(RIR.) (sin 3-sin y)+coss y {(cos ,(-cos 8) 

+ Rjpo (sin a -stn y)}]/(cos2 8 - cos2 y) ... (21) 

~ = R + (cos y-cos 3) + !i (sin a-·sin y) 
rc rD po 

... (22) 

Ifwe assume the value of 11 (re, rD, y, 3) = 2'25 
which gives zero astigmatism at the value of DI (<<. P) 
= 2'25, this value of Dl (<<, P) can be obtaine~ at 
different sets of (tIC, P), i.e. wavelengths. By taktng 
Ao = 0'4579 p'm, the wavelength of the laser fo.r 

recording the grating, 0'0 = 0'9158 .,.rot "{ = 0 , 
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8 = 30°, we arrive at RlrD = 1'964 and R/ rc = 0 973 
from Eqs. (21) and (22). 

In Fig. 2, we have plotted the function DI (~. i:J) 
at different wavelengths. The dotted .l~nc~ represent 
the wavelengths at different angles of lIlcldence and 
diffraction at Go = 1 /Lm. Thus a. proper value of 
DI (It, P) to get zero astigmatism at II particular 
wavelength A (oc, p, Go) can be selected from Fig. 2. 
In Fig. 3, we have plotted the function 11 (rc~ rD, y. 8) 
at rc == 2'0184 rD and different values of Sand y, 
The values offi are shown by dotted lines. The solid 
curves have been drawn for different values of 
aD = 0'45, 0'5, 0'7 and 1'53 P.M respectively at diffe
rent angles of a and 'Y. for ;\.0 = 0'4579 ~m. Fig. 3 

Fig.2-DI (It,~) (-) against:; and). ('1:, ~) (- _ •. I 
against ~ for different values of CI: 

r 
6 80 

I I 

-&0 -SO -40 -20 o 40 60 

i 
Fig.3-/t (rD, re, II, y) (- - -) and _, (3, .() (-) 

for different values of a versus 'Y "alues 

will be very useful for selecting a different set of 
recording parameters for zero astigmatism and which 
can reJucc the other aberrations also at the same 
time. 

The values of astigmatism per unit groove length 
[=']/I,,/L at different angles of incidence and diffraction 
are shown in Fig. 4, for the assumed recording 
parameters as given earlier. This graph shows that 
the astigmatism is zero only at one wavelength in 
each case. 

3.2 Coma 

For a point source. the coma is given, to a first 
approximation. by 

_. [= ,'3 + cosec" f1 [{ sin: Cf. 

Ape - 2 R~ sin ~ cos IX 

+ sin a f1 + R, I sin2 LX _ sin:! f1 )} 
cos' P R \. cos:ll oc cos:lll! . 

. l Rd _~~n...~ . +-.s~n.~ ) (sin.: _ sin 8 
-\ sin 3 .- Sill r \ rc- rD2 

sin r COli y + sin a co!> C 'l) 
--- rc R rD R 

... (23) 

If we assume R. = R, and rcarranf!e the terms 
we get from Eq. (23). 

{2 \"'3 I coscc2-~-{sin It. + sin ~) 
~pc -" 2 R -sin ~---.--

... (24) 

Fig. 4-[Z'j",,/L versus ~ for different values or u 
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where 

Da (oc, ~) = ttan3 It sec oc+tan8 ~ sec ~+tan2 CIC sec oc 

-tan2 ~ sec ~J/(sin ot+sin ~) 

= [RI (sin &/rD2-sin Y/re2)-{(R/rD) sin 0 cos 8 

- (R/ re) sin y cos y}]/(sin 8 - sin y) 

For elimination of coma, we have to choose the 
recording parameters such that 

... (25) 

By calculating the values of Da (IX, ~) for different 
sets of ex and ~,i. e. for different wavelengths, we 
can determine the values of fa (rD, re, 0, y), These 
plots of Da (ex, (3) versus 1\ and p are given in Fig, 5. 
Similarly fa at different 0 and ')I values at rc 
=2'0184 rD, is shown in Fig. 6. The dotted curves 
in Fig, 6 represent aD for different 8 and 'Y at Ao 
= 0'4579 porn. The solid curves represent variation 
of fa for different 0 and 'Y (rc=2'OI84 rD), In Fig. 5, 
solid curves are drawn for different values of 
D2 (CIC, P) and dotted curves for different values 
of )" (ex,~) for Go = 1 porn. 

With the help of Figs. 5 and 6, one can find out 
the required recording parameters for elimination of 
coma at particular wavelengths. In Fig. 7, we have 
represented Ap./(l2/2 R) at different angles of inci
dence and diffraction for the recording parameters 
given earlier in the text. From Fig. 7 we conclude 

J3, deg 

Fig. S-D2 (~, ~) ~-) and ).(OI,~) rc- - _) against ~ for 
ditreren t values of incidence 01 
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that for these recording parameters, the grating is most 
suitable ill the wavelength range corresponding to 
small values of ex and ~==O to ~ 35°, where thecoma 
is zero at two wavelengths and reduced at others. 

For elimination of astigmatism and coma simulta. 
neously, one has to make use of the Figs. 2, 3,5 and 
6 for deciding the proper recording parameters for 
a particular wavelength. 

2'5 
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Fig. 6-f~ (rD, rc 3. y) (-) and ao(- - -) for different 

values of II versus angle y 
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4. Secondary Focal Curves 
The equation for secondary focal curve is given 

by 

r1 = - R I{ :~ cS~~2: + (cos IX - cos~) 
• ..! I sin a. ;. sin ~)} .. (26) 

Po \ . 

We see from Fig. 8, that these secondary foenl 
curves (drawn at R/&. - I) cut the primary focal 
curve only at one wavelength. ie. zem astigmatism 
is achieved only at Qne wavelength. In Fig. 8, the 
dotted curves are the secondary focal curves at 
different angles of incidence. 

5. Optimum Grating Width and Resolution 
The optimum grating width is given by 

. R2' 1 " 
ll'Qpt = I a~_.) 

\ ~m . 

[ sin :;( + sin R ]lla 
)( tan~o:sin.x+tan;':~!;in~ H{$ill:x+sin~) 

/ 
",,1"-;,""" -
"t""lar'V ' .. 

... (27) 

Fig. 8-Secondary focal curves (_.. ..) for different 
values of « and primary focal curve (- -) at R-10 
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Fig. 9-D3 (_,~) (-) and ).(11,1:3) (- - -) .aainst for 
different valua of mile of iDCideace 1L 

Let us assume R. = R and rearranging the terms 
we get 

(Go R2 )1/3 [ 1 )113 
Wop' = --2 m D3 (ce, ~) - B 

where 

D3 (Ct, ~) = tan2 ex sin ex + tan2 ~ sin ~ 
sin (It + sin ~ 

~ sin IS - sin I' ) 

7 . 
I 
I 
I 

6 I 
I 

8 I 

IS=400 
5 I , , 

I , 
4 , , , , 

I 
3 I 

I , , 
I 

;' 

••. (28) 

... (29) 

... (30) 
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Fig.1I-Variationofw."t/(GoR2j2m)1/. with ~ at dilferent 
values of angle of inddClllce Ie 
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It is clear from the above result that by pro~er 
selection of the recording parameters, the resolvmg 
power, viz. 0'95 (m/ao) Wopl, of the grating ca~ be 
considerably increased. For maxir}.1um resolution, 
one should have 

.. . (31) 

In Fig. 9, we have plotted Da (OI,~) values (solid 
curve) at different wavelengths. Fig. 10 shows the 
variation of B (rc, rD, 8, Y) with y for different values 
of8 for rc = 2'0184 rD. With the help of Figs. 9 
and 10 one can find recording parameters for maxi
mum resolution at a given wavelength. Fig. 11, 
represents wQpt/( aoR2/2 m)l IS at different angl~s of 
incidence and diffraction. It is evident from Fig. 11 
that for the recording parameters given in the text 
earlier one can have better resolut;on only in the 
wavelength range corresponding to CIt = 0 to ::::: 35" 
and ~ = 0 to ::::: 35°. 

6. Conclusion 
It is clear from this study that a holographically 
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recorded cylindrical transmission grating can be us _ 
fully exploited for spectroscopic purpOses. In a w: 
similar to tno!te given above one can find out th~ 
va:ious relations for type H mounti.ng [obtained by 
uS1l1g Eq. (16)] and hence the requIred design para
meters for a particular problem . 
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